
Concurrent Programming Languages
COMP 623, Fall 2005

Assignment 2

Due date: November 7, 2005

Note: Assignments must be handed in in class. Late assignments will only be accepted with prior written permission
of the instructor.
You must explain all answers and show all work to get full marks. All code must be well-commented, appropriately
structured and generally readable. Marks will be very generously deducted if not!

1. Suppose n Java threads all execute the statement x = x+1; for a variable x that is initially 0. How many
happens-before graphs can there be? If x is declared volatile, how many happens-before graphs must be
considered? 2

2. Consider the following Java code fragment
x=y=0;

Thread 1 Thread 2
for (int i=0;i<2;i++) { for (int i=0;i<2;i++) {

if (x>0) if (y>0)
y=i; x=i;

} }

(a) Show the happens-before graph(s) for the above code, and indicate visible writes for each read. 2

(b) What are the possible final values of x,y? What if x and y were declared volatile? 2

3. A change machine accepts bills ($20,$10, and $5) and returns coins. It keeps a finite stock of coins of various
denominations ($2.00, $1.00, 25¢, 10¢) and returns an arbitrary selection of coins that sum to the inserted
amount. Describe the behaviour of such a machine using CSP; all potential change distributions should be
possible. Your process description should not accept new bills while it is in use; if the bill accumulator is full,
or if there is not enough change left to handle the inserted bill value then the bill should be returned without
change. You can assume your process, “Changer,” is in parallel composition with some number of processes:

Changer!$n; (∗(Changeslot?coin) [] Changer?$n)
where n is the bill value inserted. Assume the machine can hold b bills, and has in stock n2, n1, n25, n10 $2.00,
$1.00, 25¢, and 10¢ coins respectively. 6

4. An infinite series of equivalence relations on CCS terms, ∼0,∼1, . . . is defined as follows:

P ∼0 Q always true

P ∼n+1 Q iff ∀t ∈ Act∗, P
t

−→ P ′ ⇒ ∃Q′. (Q
t

−→ Q′) ∧ (P ′ ∼n Q′)

Q
t

−→ Q′ ⇒ ∃P ′. (P
t

−→ P ′) ∧ (P ′ ∼n Q′)

Prove that this sequence is strictly decreasing (∼n+1⊂∼n for all n).
Hint: consider the family of processes defined by:

P0 = b.Halt Q0 = c.Halt
Pi+1 = a.(Pi + Qi) Qi+1 = a.Pi + a.Qi

and use induction to show that Pi ∼i Qi ∼i Pi + Qi but that Pi 6∼i+1 Qi 6∼i+1 Pi + Qi 6∼i+1 Pi 6
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5. Show how to implement a monitor using π-calculus.

(a) Show how to implement a simple mutex in π-calculus. Your implementation should enforce mutex
semantics. 1

(b) Add support for condition variables. Your design show provide SIGNAL-AND-WAIT semantics, and
should also allow for multiple condition variables. 6

6. Develop a simple CCS simulator. Your program should accept some number of CCS process definitions, and
a single Main process that begins the simulation. Rather than build a parser you may encode the process
definitions directly in your program (it should be clear how to modify your code to simulate other process de-
scriptions though). You should support synchronous communication actions, τ -actions, parallel composition,
and halt. Use lower-case/upper-case for symbols to indicate matching name/co-name pairs.

Processes should execute in accordance with CCS semantics, and should print to the output a description of
each action they do. All thread actions should be preceded by a 100–200ms delay.

Try your simulation on an implementation of Dining Philosophers. You can use the following CCS definition
for fork mutexes: Forki :: downi.up

i
.Forki. 10

Now, implement choice. Demonstrate your implementation on a dining philosophers simulation incorporating
choice that does not deadlock. 5

40

What to hand in

• All question answers should be handed in as hard-copy; this includes code printouts and output. Make sure
your output is presentable (very few if any lines wrap around, tabs are the right size, etc).

• Code for programming questions should also be handed in electronically. Use the handin facility to do
this see the handin man page, or http://www.cs.mcgill.ca/socsinfo/handin/ for more
information. Hand in your source code only (one or more .c, or .java files), and a file output.txt containing
sample output. Include build/run instructions if they are not trivial and obvious. Make sure your code
compiles and executes properly on the teaching system (mimi, willy etc).

• Note: All assignment submissions must include the following on the first (or cover) page: “I declare
that this work represents my own efforts, and that all text and code have been written by me.” (fol-
lowed by your signature).
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